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the truth to argue for two boards rather than one, because with the system you had
had.

with the two bosrds, the one that had the power, the directors, a slim

majority of men who wanted Princeton Seminary to continue to be a conservative

institution, standing for the Ior of God. And of course, combining the two,

and selecting men from each, 4-¬e4e it was cuite easy to select about two-thirds

of men who wanted the inclusive policy, and who wanted the scminary to not be off

by itself there against Union Seminary, and against McCormick and these other

Modernist seminaries, but all working together for the progress of the church.

And so the change made in 1929. A new Board of Director'was put in, and they said,

"We're going to carry or the institution e:actly as it was." But anybody knowing

who these men were and. what their 4ewe-w.ee viewpoint was knew they wouldn't

carry on exactly as it was. It would have been impossible, because they didn't

believe in the sort of institution that Princeton Seminary was. And so at that

time, Dr. Robert Dick Wilson, gre.t veteran teacher in Princeton Semnary, a man

who had stood solidly for the truth for d.edades, who had done a tremendous amount

of research in the defence of the Old. Testament aginst the attacks of the Higher

Criticism, a great influence among the students for the thorough dependability of

the Word of God, Dr. Robert e-Dick Wilson steped out from Princeton Seminary

when the new trustees were begging him to remain, and. offering every inducement

to stay there and get the benefit of his name during the last few years of his life

to the institution, he stepped out from it, 4 after this reorganizatich. There

were younger men who stepped out, who didn't have the same effort wrought to try to

keep them keep _ . Dr. J. Gresham Machen and Dr. Oswald T. Allis, who were

assistant professors t Princeton Seminary, stepped out with Dr. Wilson,

and. the three of them formed. a new seminary in 1929 after the reorganization of

Princeton e-y Seminary, a new seminary at Philadelphia which they called

Westminster Theological Seminary. And there we met in Westminster Theological
They invited certain

Semi nary.eiid-weR*-Iti-eeia"k-tif-younger men to join with them in the teaching,

men who were trained in Princeton Seminary. I was over in Germany studying at bhe
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